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yrmont Ultimo is one of the fastest growing
areas in Sydney. It is a thriving mini metropolis that pulsates with diverse culture and lifestyle. There is an eclectic mix of dining options
with many choices available for breakfast, lunch,
dinner and snacks in between.Visit Europe for a
few hours by dining in an authentic, rustic Italian
or French restaurant. Dazzle you taste buds with
leading edge haute cuisine. Feast with friends on
the exotic flavours of Asia and Iran. And most
importantly – leave room for dessert!
This guide has been produced by City Hub in
conjunction with Pyrmont Ultimo Chamber of
Commerce.
Treat your palate to the culinary delights of
Pyrmont Ultimo.
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84 Union St

Adriano Zumbo

Pyrmont’s newest venue. Predominantly a live
music bar/restaurant, they’re open for lunch,
dinner and supper. The cuisine is described as
“Australian with an Asian twist”: interesting,
tasty and uncomplicated. The decor is rustic –
timber and corrugated iron with funky street art
displaying iconic landmarks. The outdoor heated
area makes it a great space any time of year.

Located outside the Lyric Theatre, this tempting kiosk is popular for pre-show and intermission treats.
The vividly coloured, delicately sculptured biscuits
and cakes are displayed in long glass cabinets like
art works. Zumbo’s full range of tarts, pastries,
cakes and handmade chocolates are available,
including large cakes for special occasions.

84 Union St, Pyrmont,
8068 8476, 84unionst.com.au

Antidote cafe
Using coffee and tea brewing techniques from
around the globe, including pour over, trifecta
and cold drip, get a regular coffee for $2.50
every Tuesday. The cafe has light snacks as well
as lunch meals. The bacon and egg roll is a must
have. This cafe is the perfect antidote to a long
week at work.
Level G,The Star, 80 Pyrmont Street, Pyrmont,
9777 9000, star.com.au

The Star, Kiosk 31 (outside Lyric Theatre),
80 Pyrmont Street, Pyrmont, 1800 858 611,
www.zumbo.com.au

The Apprentice
Offering an appetising set menu created, prepared
and cooked by hospitality students, The Apprentice
Restaurant is a TAFE initiative that delivers fresh
and affordable food. Hosting guest chefs and special
events throughout the year, they foster the development of their students. Open to the public for
lunch and dinner, it’s unique with great city views.
Level 7, Bld E, Ultimo TAFE, 9217 5527
731-695 Harris Street, sydneytafe.edu.au/makebooking/restaurants/apprentice
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Shop 1 / 104 Miller St
Pyrmont NSW 2009
(OPP SUPA IGA PYRMONT)
lovecrepe.com
eat@lovecrepe.com
@lovecrepe
#lovecrepe
Ph 02 80565722
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Balla

Banh
Mi Co
8Hotels

A traditional Tuscan menu with a modern edge is what
Chef Gabriele Taddeucci brings to this premium Italian
restaurant. Fresh and dried pasta and daily baked bread
are made in-house using mainly organic ingredients.
Enjoy house-cured salami or a seafood or meat dishes
cooked on a wood-fired grill, with a glass of wine from
the impressive wine selection. Menu can be adapted for
any dietary requirement.

The European style green and white striped awning
sets the tone for this French inspired Vietnamese
street food eatery.The signature Banh Mi rolls feature
fresh produce and tasty chicken or pork as well as a
secret family recipe pâté to tantalise the tastebuds. Or
you may prefer Vietnamese rice paper rolls, lemongrass
and chilli fried tofu sticks served with rice. Don’t wait
until you’re hungry – people queue here!

80 Pyrmont St, Pyrmont,
9657 9129, www.star.com.au

76 Harris St, Pyrmont,
95187907, www.facebook.com/banhmico

Banquerie
8Hotels

Bar Zini

Set in a heritage building that was previously
a bank this is now a French/Venetian themed
patisserie café. Choose coffee from three aromatic blends to have with a sweet pastry, cake,
croissant or savoury meat pie from their vast
selection. Beautifully decorated cakes for special
occasions. Indoor or outdoor seating. The Manager’s Office is available for private functions.

Inspired by classic, hearty Italian cooking using
only market fresh ingredients, head chef Damian
Kirgstein has created a relaxed and innovative
menu that changes every night. Try authentic pizza
and pasta or their bespoke spiced lamb or chickpea
pie. It’s a chill café by day and buzzing restaurant/
wine bar by night.

125 Harris Street, Pyrmont,
9518 4215, www.banquerie.com.au

78 Harris Street, Pyrmont,
9660 5718, barzini.com.au

Five star hotels
Fabulous nightlife
Award-winning restaurants
It’s all yours for the taking
Come and play
thestarsydney.com.au
80 Pyrmont Street, Pyrmont • 1800 700 700
The Star practises the responsible service of alcohol.
Guests must be aged 18 years or over to enter the casino.
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Biaggio

Black Bar & Grill

Delivering authentic Italian cuisine, Biaggio Café
is a charming waterfront café offering a casual
dining experience. Open during the day, it is
the perfect venue for functions such as office
parties, post-work drinks or private parties, with
enough room for up to 100 guests.

Fine steakhouse cuisine inspired by contemporary
Australia and its seasonal offerings.With an emphasis on
premium produce cooked over a wood-burning grill and
rested over smoke, or slow roasted on the custom rotisserie. Complement your meal with wine selected from an
extensive, award-winning range - over 800 varietals.
A standout culinary attraction offering sweeping views of
the Sydney city skyline and world-famous harbour.

Darling Island Wharf, 48 Pirrama Rd, Pyrmont,
8571 0606, biaggio.com.au

80 Pyrmont St, Pyrmont,
1800 700 700, www.star.com.au

Blue Eye Dragon

Bombay2Mumbai

Located on Pyrmont Street behind a concealed
large wrought iron gate with an outdoor dining
space and a large atmospherically lit dining room.
Menu ranges from tasty street food dumplings to
delicious slow-cooked pork belly and stir fried
dishes. The balance of flavours are what makes
their Taiwanese cuisine a stand out.

Bombay2Mumbai is an Indian restaurant that offers
a unique and intriguing menu. They don’t only serve
traditional favourites, but they have also created
innovative and contemporary recipes to provide
an authentic Indian dining experience.You’ll receive
good quality food and fantastic service in a great
atmosphere.

37 Pyrmont St, Pyrmont, 9518 9955,
www.blueeyedragon.com.au

42-44 Harris St, Pyrmont,
9660 9699

Where the Locals Go
Catering
to the CBD

A Guide to Pyrmont and Ultimo
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Bondi Pizza

Café
Morso
8Hotels

So much more than pizza, with a wide variety of dishes
including their signature salads, pastas and a huge selection of starters.The pizzas are lovingly created with
hand-made dough and quality fresh ingredients sourced
from Australian local growers and producers whenever
possible.Try the signature Marinated Chargrilled Lamb
Pizza.

Enjoy a serene meal at this fully licensed café located
on the historic Jones Bay Wharf. With awe inspiring
views over the harbour to East Balmain and a grand
alfresco deck. Experience a variety of modern Australian dishes for breakfast, lunch or dinner.Also hosts a
private dining space in the evenings for seated dinner
or cocktail parties.

Broadway Sydney, Level 2, 1 Bay Street,
Broadway, 9281 9677, www.bondipizza.com.au

108 Lower Deck, West Side Jones Bay Wharf,
26-32 Pirrama Rd, 9692 0111, cafemorso.com.au

Café
XXII
8Hotels

The Century

Situated in a charming heritage cottage, Cafe XXII
combines Mediterranean cuisine with exciting
modern Australian flavours. The menu frequently
changes to accommodate the freshest seasonal ingredients. Staff are well informed on the intricacies
of the menu, and are able to recite it completely
from memory, adding an impressive element to
your dining experience.
22 Union St, Pyrmont,
9552 3093

Immerse yourself in the heart of Chinese cuisine at
The Century. Being one of Sydney’s favourites for
over 25 years, they offer a variation of classic and
modern signature dishes. Opened for lunch and
dinner, be amazed as you walk under hundreds of
teacup lights and pass the grand aquarium tanks
featuring live seafood.
The Star, 80 Pyrmont Street,
9566 2328, thecentury.com.au
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Crust Gourmet Pizza

Din8Hotels
Tai Fung

Conveniently located at the intersection of hunger
and busy, this reliable favourite serves good quality
pizza with locally sourced, fresh ingredients whenever possible. Classics like Hawaiian, margherita
and meat lovers are made with generous toppings,
and additions like harissa, hummus chicken and
biltong spiced lamb are a must try.

Described by world renowned chef Ken Hom
as the “world’s tastiest dumpling”, the signature
pork dumplings are delicately handmade before
your eyes and steamed in exactly three minutes.
Beside dumplings, there is a wide selection of
noodle, fried rice, wok dishes and desserts available. Watch skilled chefs in the open plan kitchen
as they deftly prepare your food.

208 Harris Street, Pyrmont, 9566 1933,
crust.com.au/stores/nsw/pyrmont

The Dunkirk
The Dunkirk Hotel is an historic pub with an extensive classic bistro menu. The hotel was established in 1985 has been renovated to preserve
its history. With a bar and several dining areas,
they cater for functions and offer an opportunity
to meet the friendly locals.

205 Harris St, Pyrmont,
9660 1038, thedunkirk.com.au

Broadway, Lvl 2, 9280 0063/ The Star Cafe
Court, Lvl G, 9692 0791, dintaifung.com.au

8Hotels
Essen
Essen restaurant takes the tastes of the old
world and transforms them into contemporary
dishes, offering a hearty European cuisine with
a rustic setting. Open seven days a week, their
pleasant beer hall and restaurant at the heart
of Ultimo have friendly staff who provide a welcoming and enjoyable atmosphere.
133-135 Broadway, Ultimo,
9211 3805, essenrestaurant.com.au

Where the Locals Go

A Guide to Pyrmont and Ultimo

Sprouting Back on
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Flying Fish

Foundry 616

Set over two levels and boasting spectacular harbour
views and a rustic interior that celebrates the site’s
industrial-maritime heritage. Head Chef Ian Royle delivers an innovative menu that flows with the seasons
and constantly surprises the palate.With unique dining
spaces, award-winning wine list, vibrant atmosphere
and expert team devoted to excellent service, you are
assured the ultimate Sydney dining experience.

Food with music and pizzazz. This is a popular
music venue that consistently present high
calibre, cutting edge musicians and performers.
Vintage ambience, classic cocktails and a bistro
menu that includes crab cakes, stuffed peppers
and slow cooked pork ribs with dirty rice.
Now that’s jazz!

Lower Deck, Jones Bay Wharf 19-21 Pirrama Rd,
Pyrmont, 9518 6677 www.flyingfish.com.au

616 Harris St, Ultimo, 9211 9442,
www.foundry616.com.au

Gallon

Gojima

The decor, courtyard and sandstone walls give
this wine bar a truly intimate feel. There’s a
range of light meals and tasters from pizza,
salads, gozleme to N.Y. style buffalo wings. Gallon also offers an extensive wine list, the perfect
place to enjoy a friday afternoon or lazy Sunday
lunch.

Discover award-winning chef Chase Kojima’s
latest creations. Whether you are after dine-in
or takeaway, your taste buds will be tantalised by
a contemporary taste of Japan, featuring a unique
selection of premium sushi burgers, crispy
chicken and a range of sides and desserts.

117 Harris Street, Pyrmont,
0402 799 557, www.gallon.com.au

Level G, Cafe Court,The Star, 80 Pyrmont
Street, Pyrmont, www.gojima.com
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From all the basic essentials you need to the foods you love, you’ll be surprised at the
extensive range of Health and Gourmet Foods in store. You’ll also find true value and
great prices with over 2000 store specials everyday of the year.
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Gourmandise
8Hotelsde Paris
Paris comes to Pyrmont in this quaint and authentic restaurant – they even wear red berets!
Enjoy classic French crepes, savoury or sweet,
made with fresh, healthy ingredients. The menu
is gluten free and all their cheese, pastry, cider
and wine is imported from France for a realistic
French experience.
186 Harris St, Pyrmont,
8065 0078, www.gourmandisedeparis.com

Hannah’s Pies
Sole supplier to Harry’s Cafe de Wheels, established in 1988 and a Harris St icon. Serving
a wide range of freshly baked pies, pasties and
sausage rolls, as well as hot dogs and roast beef,
pulled pork and chicken tender bread rolls.
Come and enjoy the original Pies ‘n’ Peas, The
Tiger, or Hot Dog de Wheels!
562 Harris Street, Ultimo,
8346 4100, www.harryscafedewheels.com.au

Gumtree Restaurant & Bar
Recently renovated, the dining area is contemporary and peaceful, providing a relaxed atomosphere with an impressive menu. The modern
Australian cuisine combines the familiar with the
inventive to create a selection to suit every palate. Located in the Metro Aspire Hotel.

383-389 Bulwara Road Ultimo,
9211 1499, www.metrohotels.com.au

Jones
St Café
8Hotels
Jones Street is not an obvious find while scopping out Ultimo. It's slightly hidden location has
meant word of mouth is key to clientele. But
by using the freshest ingredients, hand grinding
their beef for their legendary burger, and with
delicious breakfast options and great coffee, it’s
easy to see why word is spreading.
99 Jones Street, Ultimo,
8959 2368

Where the Locals Go

76 Harris St, Pyrmont

(02) 9518 7907

oPen 6 DayS

A Guide to Pyrmont and Ultimo

Delve into satisfying street food bites at Banh Mi Co canteen tucked
into a block of double storey buildings on the corner of Harris and
John Street in Pyrmont. Reminiscent of a petit French bakery,
Banh Mi Co is a fusion of French and Vietnamese both in looks and
in flavours, with a green and white striped awning shading the glass
fronted entrance where a burst of vibrant colours awaits inside.
As the name suggests, tasty Banh Mi rolls are featured on the menu,
incorporating fresh produce with meats like chicken and pork as well
as a family secret recipe pâté to tantalise the tastebuds.
Those looking to deviate may enjoy Vietnamese rice paper rolls,
lemongrass and chilli fried tofu sticks served with rice.

monDay - FriDay
10.30am - 7.30pm
SaturDayS 10am - 4pm
SunDayS - Closed

Ultimo’s Best New Australian Restaurant
Tucked away inside Metro Aspire Hotel Sydney

Paddock to plate menu

I Friendly staff I Unique surrounds

Enjoy a FREE
‘Gumtree Lager’
when you dine
with us! Just
mention this ad!
T&C’s apply

9211 1499

www.metrohotels.com.au/gumtree

383-389 Bulwara Road, Ultimo
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Le8Hotels
Trader

The Little Snail

Sourcing the very best in organic and fresh
ingredients to reproduce authentic haute cuisine
from the South of France. The menu items are
traditional and exquisite and it is imperative to
leave room for dessert. Take home some of the
experience with products from the adjacent
store.

Winning numerous awards for its quality and
selection of produce, Little Snail has been a
Sydney favourite since it opened in 1966. Famous
for its signature dish, Escargots De Bourgogne –
Herb infused snails, oven baked in garlic butter.
With the choice of a three course set menu,
Little Snail also offers all the much loved French
favourites.

196 Harris St, Pyrmont,
8041 1049, www.letrader.com.au

50 Murray Street, Pyrmont,
9212 7512, thelittlesnail.com.au

Love Crepe

Lumi Bar
& Dining
8Hotels

A popular addition to Pyrmont’s food scene,
using locally sourced and fresh seasonal produce,
and offering real Italian Artisanal Gelato. All
crepes are freshly made to order in front of the
customer. Choose sweet or savoury fillings –
add an optional scoop of gelato on top of your
sweet crepe. Discover why The Pink Nutella
Love Crepe has become a Pyrmont favourite!

Head chef Federico Zanellato joined forces with
his wife and sommelier, Michela, to create an
intimate dining experience that showcases the
best innovative Italian-Japanese cuisine. If you
want to go all out, come for Lumi’s eight course
degustation menu, with an impressive list of
wines from all around the world.

104 Miller St Pyrmont,
8056 5722, www.lovecrepe.com

56 Pirrama Road, Pyrmont,
9571 1999, lumidining.com

Where the Locals Go

A Guide to Pyrmont and Ultimo

11:30am to 5pm 7 days / week

The Century, The Star (Entry via Pirrama Road) 80 Pyrmont Street, Pyrmont NSW 2009

Ph: 9566 2328 www.thecentury.com.au

OPEN DAILY Lunch from11:30am Dinner from 5:30pm 7 days/week

Patisserie Cafe

Beautiful Coffee, Pastries, Pies,
salads and Cakes for all oCCasions
125 Harris street (cnr Miller and Harris st.) PyrMont
P: 9518 4215, e: info@banquerie.com.au
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Made
In Italy
8Hotels

Magellan

Authentic Italian ingredients are used to create
the finest in generous gourmet pizzas, pastas, salads and desserts. Enjoy traditional Italian cuisine
with a touch of improvisation and complement it
with fine Italian wine. Great dining atmosphere or take it home. Fresh and delicious.

Devoted to continuing family traditions through
quality food and wine, Magellan is a family-run
restaurant that has a simple, but appetising menu.
Serving Portuguese tapas, paella, seafood stew
and many more dishes, their lovely courtyard
makes for a great atmosphere to dine in, with a
function room upstairs for larger groups.

55 Miller Street, Pyrmont,
9518 8182, www.madeinitaly.com.au

9 Union St, Pyrmont,
9518 8000

Malacca Straits on Broadway

Momofuku
Seiobo
8Hotels

Established in 2009, this ‘slice of Malaysia’ restaurant
brings honest and soul-warming Malaysian cuisine
to Sydney diners. From street food favourites like
Hainanese Chicken Rice and Nasi Lemak to their
signature Silken Tofu, Crispy Egg Salad, and BYO Mud
Crab.Whether you’re looking for the taste of home or
the taste of adventure, you’ll find it in these authentic
flavours of Malaysia.

Head chef David Chang gained world wide praise
for his unique approach to dining. With its exquisite Asian-European tasting menu that supports
local and sustainable produce, Momofuku Seiobo
is a culinary experience. With an inventive tasting menu that changes constantly, it’s no wonder
this restaurant is highly awarded.

66 Mountain Street, Broadway, 8021 7069
www.malaccastraitsbroadway.com.au

The Star/80 Pyrmont Street, Pyrmont,9777
9000, www.facebook.com/momofuku.seiobo
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Learn, Taste & Appreciate
Do you need the knowledge &
confidence to take away the fear of
purchasing that next great bottle of
wine?
Then let us help you gain that in a fun
and relaxed way.
Remember, it took us years of active
research to come up with our motto:

“Learn, Taste & Appreciate”
And to back it up our slogan is simply
to ENJOY WINE.

www.pyrmontcellars.com.au • www.sydneywinecentre.com.au

Located above and associated with
one of Sydney’s best little bottle shops.

Ph: (02) 9571 8555

Porters, Pyrmont Cellars

119 Harris St, Pyrmont

Forty six contemporary designed
boutique rooms in the heart of Sydney

500 Wattle Street
ULTIMO NSW 2017
Ph: 9211 32 83
www.vulcanhotel.com.au

Winner of “Best Boutique Hotel”
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Ovolo8Hotels
1888 Hotel

The Persian Room

This boutique hotel is less than a ten minutes
walk from the Sydney Fish Market and the
Harbourside ferry station on Cockle Bay. The
circa-1888 building has a rustic restaurant offering breakfast and lunch as well as a cocktail
bar.

With tradition that dates back five thousand
years, they source spices from Iran and blend
them with expertise in dishes such as eight hour
slow cooked meatballs and authentic Persian
kebabs, marinated for 48 hours. Their delicious
handmade ice cream is a must have.

139 Murray Street, Pyrmont, 8586 1888,
www.ovolohotels.com/en/hotels/sydney

26 Pirrama Rd, Pier 19 -21,120-122 Jones Bay
Wharf, 9692 9299, www.thepersianroom.com.au

Pizzaperta
8Hotels

Pyrmont Point Hotel

An open-air piazza style pizzeria and bar offering
the emerging ‘new wave’ trends of humble Italian
street food, Italian-infused cocktails and a unique
wine list. Using only artisan unrefined, stoneground flour imported from Italy, real virgin
olive oil and fresh produce, the food is authentic
and delicious.

Located on the corner of Harris and John St, and
built in the 1850s, this is one of inner Sydney’s
most historic pubs. Relax in the sunny courtyard
and enjoy a glass of your favourite wine or beer
with our delicious modern Australian fare. A
great place for a casual corporate lunch, a special
family dinner or to catch up with friends.

The Star, Street level, Pirrama Road, Pyrmont,
1800 700 700, www.star.com.au/pizzaperta

59 Harris Street, Pyrmont,
9660 1908, www.pyrmontpoint.com.au
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THE
APPRENTICE
RESERVATIONS
ESSENTIAL

BOOK NOW!

FULLY LICENSED
GST included
Prices may vary during
special events

Email: SI.TheApprentice@tafensw.edu.au
Phone: (02) 9217 5527
RTO 91430
Published: April 2017

Books
181 Harris Street,
Pyrmont, 2009
02 7900 3831
editionbookbar.com

Coffee

Wine

Cocktails

Welcome to Edition Bookbar! Come find your
new addiction; be it rich wine, cocktails, cakes or
other delicious desserts, all served alongside the
amazing books we have for you to discover.
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Singnorelli Gastronomia

The Social
Brew Café
8Hotels

‘Gastronomia’ is defined as “the art and science
of good eating”, and this is showcased at Signorelli Gastronomia. This manifesto aims to provide
an educational experience as well as a culinary
one. Visitors can buy and taste a premium variety
of local and international food and drink. There
are also cooking classes available.

Located at one of the busiest interesections in
Pyrmont, this popular café is always electric with
activity. Offering breakfast, lunch and dinner with
delightfully creative and wholesome menu items,
this is a great place to meet and eat, and with a
wide footpath to accommodate outdoor dining
you can even invite your furry friends.

19-21 Pirrama Rd, Pyrmont,
8571 0616, signorelli.com.au

Sokyo
8Hotels
Where the buzz of Tokyo meets a Sydney beat.
Allow yourself to be lost in the world of Chef
Chase Kojima and his impeccable union of traditional craftsmanship with an innovative take on
contemporary flavour.

The Darling, 80 Pyrmont St, Pyrmont,
9657 9161 www.star.com.au

224 Harris St, Pyrmont,
9517 8792, socialbrewcafe.com.au

Soma
If you want something wholesome and healthy,
try one of the satisfying, organic menu items
here. Delicious beef burgers, kale caesar salad,
house made relish. Poached egg breakfast with
optional extras including smoked ocean trout,
avocado, roast tomotoes. They also offer dairy
free and vegan versions of the menu.
Shop 2, 646 Harris St, Ultimo,
9280 4204 www.somasydney.com
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HigH Quality
long Day Care & PresCHool

Ph: 9518 4033
At CityWest Child Care Centre we believe
there is no greater honour, & no more
important responsibility than being
chosen to be part of your child’s
extended family.
• We are a highly qualified and experienced
team of carers/educators who have been
welcoming families to our small Centre
since 2003.
• We offer a child-focussed, play based
developmental program tailored to nurture
children aged 6 weeks to 6 years.
• Our practices and
procedures are well
established.
• We have an outdoor
active play area, and
a specialist outdoor
educator.
Come in & feel
the “warmth”,
the “calm & relaxed”
atmosphere, the fresh air
& the engagement
of the children.

132 Bank Street Pyrmont (rear 33 Saunders Street)
www.citywestchildcarecentre.com.au • F: www.facebook.com/citywestccc
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Sydney Fish Market

The8Hotels
Ternary

The largest market in the Southern Hemisphere, SFM
sources quality local and international seafood, which is
traded in a bustling environment daily. It has a cooking
school for those who wish to learn more about the
craft of cooking good seafood as well as a range of
restaurants, cafes and wine stores. Put simply, there’s
something for everyone.

The Grill Kitchen, Asian Kitchen and Wine bar
combine to create one whole and exciting
experience. With a tri-cuisine menu choose from
tasty starters, complex Asian flavours and classic
grilled meats and seafood.

Bank Street and Pyrmont Bridge Road, Pyrmont,
9004 1100, sydneyfishmarket.com.au

100 Murray St, Pyrmont,
9934 0000, www.theternary.com.au

Zebra
Lounge
8Hotels

Zeus

The stunning harbour location compliments
the impressive selection of wine, beer and food
perfectly. With delicious meals including oysters,
coconut king prawns and soda battered fish and
chips, it’s no wonder Zebra Lounge is a hot spot
for locals. Zebra lounge also has a modern, chic
decor and spacious outdoor setting.

The Zeus-mantra challenges Australia’s perception of the beloved ‘souvlaki’ from a greasy late
night hang-over cure, to a healthy ﬂavoursome
meal. Ultimately, a modern harmony of traditional Greek Street Food and the best of Australian
produce, in a relaxed contemporary environment. Food honestly.

1 Harris Street, Pyrmont,
9571 5503, www.zebralounge.com.au

Zeus Street Greek, Level 2 - 1-21 Bay St,
Broadway, 8315 5650 zeusstreetgreek.com.au
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INTERNATIONAL GRAMMAR SCHOOL

Extra KindErgarten class 2019
aPPLY
NOW!

IGS is excited to be expanding
the School’s Kindergarten intake
with an additional class in 2019.
Our unique Languages offering from
Preschool to Year 12 includes Chinese,
French, German, Italian and Japanese and
all years enjoy a dedicated music program
under the Orff Shulwerk method.
IGS is a secular, co-educational school
from Preschool to Year 12
To find out more or to book a tour:
igssyd.nsw.edu.au | 9219 6700
admissions@igssyd.nsw.edu.au
6-8 Kelly St Ultimo
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D U TC H
SMUGGLER

QUICK BITE? CASUAL CATCH-UP?
DINNER AND A MOVIE?
THERE’S A WHOLE NEW LEVEL OF
CHOICE AT BROADWAY SYDNEY,
THE INNER-WEST’S DELICIOUS NEW
DINING PRECINCT.
AND IF YOU ARRIVE AFTER 6,
PARKING IS FREE (A NICE EXCUSE
TO INDULGE IN MORE DESSERT)!

